Chick pea hummus, cucumber ribbon & basil sandwich
Scottish smoked salmon, baby caper cream cheese, baby
spinach wrap
Peppered pastrami, mustard mayonnaise, plum tomato &
rocket sandwich
Auld Reekie cheddar, red cabbage slaw roll
***
Fruit & Plain Scones
Clotted cream and trip tree jam pot
***
Passion fruit jelly
Orange sorbet, wafer cone, chocolate pieces
Pavlova, raspberry & blueberry, flower
Almond macaroon, lavender crème patissiere
Honeycomb truffle
Rich dark chocolate tart, pear & vanilla

Traditional Afternoon Tea £22.50
With a choice of cocktail £29.50

If you would like information on ingredients within our menu items in relation to allergens or
food intolerance, please ask a member of staff who will be able to assist you.

CHAMOMILE TEA
A hardy plant grown widely in Eastern Europe and harvested between May and July.
It’s a bright yellow infusion reveals sweet, fruity flavours with notes of pineapple.

PEPPERMINT
Perennial herb, peppermint has been harvested before flowering. Known for its
powerful scent (menthol), it’s refreshing infusion is appreciated by many.

TISANE FIDJI
Vegetal and herby, this highly aromatic tea brings together the freshness of lemongrass
with the energy of ginger to create an invigorating tea with wonderful peppery notes
from the root and delicious zesty notes from the lime.

SENCHA FUKUYU
The Sencha teas (crafted into flattened-needle shapes after a brief steam treatment) are
appreciated in Japan for their refreshing flavour. This summer harvest offers a cup with
strong vegetable notes, hints of fruit and a light bitterness.

STAR ELIXIR
Green tea, blackcurrant leaves, meadowsweet, elder flower, peppermint, fennel with a
finish of mint and star anise notes all together blended in an infusion offering purifying
virtues.

EARL GREY
The most famous flavoured tea comes from a blend of China teas with a fine bergamot
from Calabria. Simple and reliable for all connoisseurs!

BLACK TEA BLEND MURE SAUVAGE
Blend of black teas flavoured with the tasty notes of blackberry.

CARCADET NUIT D’ETE
Blend of hibiscus flowers, dried apple pieces, rosehip peels flavoured with raspberry,
strawberry and cream flavours.

ROOIBOS CEDERBERG
The rooibos small tree, grows in wild conditions in Cederberg, western region of South
Africa. The rooibos gives an infusion with low tannin level, caffeine free. Its round and
sweet taste makes it an ideal drink for children to consume served hot or iced.

PASSION DE FLEURS – WHITE TEA
The delicacy of this white tea is blended with the subtle scent of rose and the fruity
flavours of apricot and passion fruit.
A deliciously well-balanced blend for a fresh and vegetal cup of tea.

